Costume design

Date: ca. 1890 (made)

Artist/Maker: Comelli, Attilio, born 1858 - died 1925 (designers)

Materials and Techniques: Watercolour, pencil and gold paint on artist's board

Museum number: S.946-1997

Gallery location: In Storage

Descriptive line
Costume design for a Chrysanthemum Girl in the Cave Scene of an unidentified production, probably by Attilio Comelli, c.1890

Museum number
S.946-1997

Object history note
Attilio Comelli (c.1858-1925) and his brother, E.,(?), were both regularly employed as costume designers for extravaganzas and pantomimes at the Alhambra, Drury Lane and other London theatres at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries. Associated production: Designer: Attilio Comelli? c.1890. Performance category: Pantomime?

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O1173981/costume-design-comelli-attilio/